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Constraining cosmological parameters, such as the amount of dark matter and dark energy, to high precision
requires very large quantities of data. Modern survey experiments like DES, LSST, and JWST, are acquir-
ing these data sets. However, the volumes and complexities of these data –variety, systematics, etc. –show
that traditional analysis methods are insufficient to exhaust the information contained in these survey data.
Specifically, explicit likelihood-based inference as performed with MCMC likelihood fitting is prone to biases
because the likelihoods are written as analytic expressions. This calls for a method that can simultaneously
process large volumes of data and handle biases in an efficient manner. Simulation-based inference (SBI or
likelihood-free inference) is rapidly gaining popularity for addressing diverse cosmological problems because
of its ability to incorporate complex physical processes (statistical fluctuations of cluster properties) and ob-
servational effects (non-linear measurement errors) while generating the observables by forward simulations.
In this work, we train a normalizing-flow-based machine learning algorithm embedded in the SBI framework
on two datasets - generated by analytical forward models (via CosmoSIS) and N-body simulations (Quijote
simulations suite). We use number counts and mean masses of dark matter halos to estimate posteriors of
multiple cosmological parameters (e.g., Ωm, Ωb, h, ns, σ8). Our results show that the SBI method constrains
the cosmological parameters within 2σ, which is comparable to the state-of-the-art MCMC-based inference
methods, and results in a smaller bias for some parameters (h and ns) than MCMC. Furthermore, SBI trained
on theQuijote simulations data permits a much shorter computational time when dealing with large datasets,
compared to MCMC method.
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